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Introduction
Legend has it that the image of the Virgin of Guadalupe dates back to the 1st century and
that its creator was none other than Saint Luke the evangelist himself. Before he died he
ordered the image to be buried with him, which it seems was done in Achaia (Asia Minor).
Centuries later, in the 4th century, it was transferred, along with his remains, to
Constantinople, where the emperor took possession of the image. In the year 582 it was
taken by Cardinal Gregory to Rome, the city in which, 8 years later, he would be elected
Pope, with the name Gregory the Great. The image was then sent from Rome to Seville,
the Pope giving it as a present to Saint Leander, Archbishop of that city, where it would be
worshipped until the start of the Arab invasion in the year 711. Finally, in 714, some
priests who fled Seville, taking with them the image and some relics of saints, hid it in the
banks of the River Guadalupe, near the southern slopes of the mountain range of
Altamira. It remained there until the 13th century, when the Virgin appeared to a shepherd
called Gil Cordero as he was looking for a lost cow and told him to dig in the exact place
where he would find an image of her in an old buried tomb. She also told him not to move
it, but to build a hut at the very spot, because there would come a time when a
magnificent temple would have to be built, along with its village, at that site.
Legend or not, and even though the image worshipped today is a beautiful Romanesque
sculpture from the 12th century made of cedar wood, the fact remains that the hut did
become a chapel, this a church and that finally, everyone who comes to this spot today is
surprised by the majestic view of the Royal Monastery of Guadalupe and its pretty village,
looming into sight between the steep slopes of the mountain ranges of Las Villuercas. It's
no wonder it was recognised by UNESCO in 1993 as a World Heritage Site, as, besides
being the spiritual centre of Extremadura, it is, without doubt, one of the best examples of
the Mudejar Gothic style in the world.
The self-guided tours in this short guide will help visitors get to know this magical place,
steeped in history and surrounded by unspoilt natural beauty. As you can only visit inside
9
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Introduction
the Royal Monastery on a guided tour, as is highly recommended, this guide focuses on
sketching out routes that allow you to explore its outer walls, the architectural features
surrounding it and Puebla de Guadalupe itself and its surrounding area, in order to give
you the most dynamic and complete view possible of this beautiful place. With this aim
we have designed three tours, with different places of interest, which combine walking
and vehicle tours:
01 Puebla de Guadalupe Tour, to explore on foot the local monuments and the different
outer walls of the monastery. An essential tour to understand Guadalupe's history.
02 Stone and Water Tour, a tour which can be split, doing some parts by vehicle and
others on foot, or the whole tour can be done by bike, exploring the immediate
surroundings of Guadalupe. Nature and culture accessible to all.
03 Pilgrim Landscapes Tour, a tour designed to be done entirely by vehicle, with strategic
stopping points to enjoy some of the most impressive scenery in the area around
Guadalupe. The same views as the first pilgrims saw along the Camino Real towards the
monastery.
These three tours have been designed to be perfectly suited to a two-day visit, such as a
weekend, although it is easy to spend more or less time by shortening the tours or doing
others that don't feature in this guide, of which there are many. The cultural, natural and
geological heritage of the region of Villuercas, Ibores and Jara is well worth a longer stay,
and this self-guided brochure does not attempt to cover all their attractions. What is does
do is ensure that by following its suggestions you can discover the main attractions of
Guadalupe and the surrounding area in one weekend.
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The Region

The region of Villuercas, Ibores and Jara is in the southeast of the province of Cáceres,
between Campo Arañuelo, to the north, and Vegas Altas del Guadiana to the south, which
is in the province of Badajoz; the province of Toledo and the plains of Trujillo border it to
the east and west, respectively. The mountainous massif of Villuercas, Ibores and Jara,
the western extension of the Mountains of Toledo, is made up of a series of parallel
quartzitic mountain ranges, lying in the direction NW-SE, which form very uneven
landscapes from their narrow crests down to the rivers of their valleys. The rivers
Almonte, Viejas, Ibor, Gualija and the gorges of Salóbriga and Santa Lucía flow into the
basin of the River Tajo, whilst Ruecas, Guadalupejo and Guadarranque flow into the
Guadiana.
These mountain formations are a clear example of so-called Appalachian relief, which
was produced 430 million years ago by the collision of the Avalonia, Baltica and
Laurentia plates, from which the Appalachians arose. During the Palaeozoic era the
Earth had a single continental crust, Pangaea, whose subsequent movements apart led
to these mountain formations in their present location. This relief, which can be called
one of the oldest and most eroded on the Earth, is also found in Canada, the East coast of
the United States, Greenland, Ireland, Scotland, Norway, Portugal and Morocco.
Synclines such as those of Viejas or Santa Lucía, anticlines such as those of Almonte or
Ibor, quarries, plains, faults, ravines, straits, fossil deposits... and the spectacular cave of
Castañar, one of the cavities with the greatest diversity of aragonite speleothems in
Spain and one of the few in Europe that contains eccentric flowers of this mineral. These
and countless other outstanding geological features led to the region of Villuercas, Ibores
and Jara's inclusion in the UNESCO European and Global Geopark Network in 2011.
As regards the history of the region, the most important archaeological finds have been
unearthed in Castro de la Coraja, near Aldeacentenera, and in Berzocana and Cañamero,
where there are also a lot of shelters with rock art, such as those of Cancho de la Sábana
17
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Sábana or the Cave of Álvarez. In the impressive watchtower of the castle of Cabañas the
first signs of the Muslim period appear, although it is in the Christian Mudejar
architecture of Guadalupe where its influences stand out. Its monastery, a World
Heritage Site, brings together the passage of artistic styles and is the indisputable
religious and cultural centre of the region.
Another of the main attractions of the region of Villuercas, Ibores and Jara is its high level
of environmental conservation, which led to much of the area being classified as a Site of
Community Importance (SCI) and Special Protection Area for birds (SPA) in November
2000. These form a continuous protected area with Puerto Peña and Sierra de los
Golondrinos via the valley of Guadarranque and the Biodiversity Corridor of the River
Guadalupejo. Another kind of protection in the region is that of Special Tree, with three
outstanding examples: the Roble de la Nava oak in Berzocana, Lorera de la Trucha laurel
in Alía and the Castaños de Calabazas chestnut tree in Castañar de Ibor. For more
information about the region's natural values you can visit the Centre of Interpretation for
the SPA Sierra de Villuercas and Valle del Guadarranque, next to the Cancho del Fresno
reservoir in the village of Cañamero.
Wildlife
The low-lying areas of the mountain ranges are dominated by meadows of Holm oak
groves which get denser as you go higher up the slopes. Shady areas are covered by cork
oaks and from a height of 600 m deciduous woods of Pyrenean oaks and chestnut trees
appear. The management of the woods has created occasional clearings, although most
of these trees appear in natural wooded areas in which they coexist with other species
such as the Montpellier maple, whitebeam, hackberry, hazel nut tree, walnut tree, etc. In
areas where the soil is poor whitebeams are replaced by tall Holm-oak and juniper
woods, whilst brooms and heathers prevail on the summits and crests. The riverbanks
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The Region
are the realm of alders, along with other species, including the Portugese Laurel, a
botanical gem that remains from Tertiary wetlands; in the valley of Hospital del Obispo
and the gorge of La Trucha they form relic copses. Species of orchids of great interest also
stand out in these areas, such as the Dactylorhiza elata and Limodorum abortivum.
The animal wildlife here includes many Mediterranean forest birds, which live alongside
those belonging to deciduous woods: European Honey-buzzard, Eurasian Sparrowhawk,
Northern Goshawk, Long-eared, Eagle and Tawny Owl, Booted Eagle, Golden Oriol,
Hawfinch, Firecrest, Wryneck, European Nuthatch, Long-tailed Tit, Coal Tit, Azure-winged
Magpie, Bonelli's Warbler and other warblers, nightingales, etc. In high areas there is
also the Black Stork, Golden Eagle, Bonelli's Eagle, Egyptian Vulture, Peregrine Falcon,
Monk and Griffon Vulture, Blue Rock Thrush, Red-billed Chough, Black Wheatear, Alpine
Swift, etc. And along the riverside White-throated Dipper , Kingfisher, Cirl Bunting, Wren,
Grey Wagtail, etc. Mammals found here include the Iberian lynx and otter as well as
weasels, badgers and polecats. There are also wild cats, genets, roe and red deer and
wild boars.
Lastly, we must mention the fungus kingdom, which finds in these mountain ranges one
of the best locations for its proliferation in variety and number. The diversity of habitats in
the region allows heat-loving fungi to appear in great numbers, such as the Amanita
caesarea (Caesar's Mushroom) and the Boletus aereus (Dark Cep), indisputably two of
the most prized species by mushroom enthusiasts. There are also other highly-sought
species such as the Boletus edulis (Cep), reticulatus (Summer Cep), pinicola (Cep) and
erythropus (Dotted Stem Bolete), Cantharellus cybarius (Chanterelle), Hydnum
repandum (Hedgehog mushroom), Russula virescens (Green cracking Russula) and
cyanoxantha (Charcoal Burner), Lactarius deliciosus (Saffron Milk Cap), Tricholoma
portentosum (Charbonnier), Lepista nuda (Wood Blewit), Macrolepiota procera (Parasol
Mushroom), different kinds of Agaricus (Common Mushroom), etc.
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The Monastery
We have already said how the monastery's origins are fused with legend and pious
traditions aimed at increasing devotion to the Virgin of Guadalupe, making her as old as
possible. The fact is that after the events experienced by the shepherd Gil Cordero, the
first big driving force behind Guadalupe was King Alfonso XI, who visited the area on the
eve of the Battle of Salado. On his return he ordered the construction of various buildings
and decreed territorial benefits as a result of his victory in that battle, whose success he
attributed to La Morenita (Black Virgin). It was declared Royal Patronage from this time
and entrusted to a secular priory, with four priors succeeding each other between 1340
and 1389, the era to which the church essentially belongs.
In 1389 the royal sanctuary was handed over to the Order of the Hieronymites, linked to
the monarchy, remaining under its control until the secularization of the 19th century.
The Hieronymites increased the monastery's importance, which was the object of royal
favour and that of the people, gaining devotion not only in diverse places in the peninsula,
but also in America. It became the most visited centre of pilgrimage in the old kingdom of
Castile and, at the same time, a leading artistic, scientific and cultural centre.
The building was augmented by new rooms such as the Mudejar cloister and several
chapels. At the same time the royal status of the temple prompted the addition, in the
time of the Catholic Kings, of a palace area for their residence, now disappeared. It also
gained great importance for welfare at that time, being equipped with an infirmary and
hospitals, such as the one built at the start of the 16th century around the gothic cloister.
The height of the Monastery of Guadalupe coincided with the reign of Isabel de Castilla,
when the royal family, which didn't have a stable seat for its court, visited the place fairly
frequently and watched over the extension of its workshop and the smooth running of the
activities of the monks in its community. Nonetheless, the monastery's body determined
the continuity of its artistic enrichment during the gothic and renaissance periods, which
would still continue into the baroque. Apart from the foreign artists who came to work
here, important workshops were also created within the monastery itself, especially for
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The Monastery
silverware, embroidery and miniature works, which had in Guadalupe one of the most
outstanding centres in Spain.
A new construction phase occurred during the 17th century, with the building of the
sacristy and the chapel of the virgin. In the 18th century a new church was also built,
added to the eastern area of the monastic complex, whilst the embellishment of the
rooms also continued, with new contributions by the best artists of each era: Zurbarán, el
Greco, Juan de Flandes, Francisco de Goya, Churriguera, etc. The process of the sale of
church lands and secularization in the 19th century adversely affected the complex of
Guadalupe, which quickly fell into oblivion. The last stage of restoration and new heyday,
in every sense, started in 1908 with the establishment of the Order of the Franciscans.
In short, the monastic complex of Guadalupe is a key monument of Mudejar art; a
magnificent representation of it which can be seen in its different features and
adornments, such as the use of brick and tiles or of horseshoe arches in rooms and
cloisters. But it is also important as regards the superposition of subsequent styles and
for the many spiritual, artistic and cultural treasures it houses. We are reminded of this
by the countless famous figures who, over the centuries, have undertaken this journey
before us: Enrique IV (his remains rest between these walls), the Catholic Kings
(Fernando died in Madrigalejo, en route to the monastery), Carlos V, Felipe II, III and IV,
Christopher Columbus (it was from here that Isabel and Fernando gave the orders that
made his first journey to the New World possible), Hernán Cortés, Miguel de Cervantes (in
pilgrimage after his liberation from Algiers), Santa Teresa de Jesús, Luís de Góngora,
Lope de Vega, Miguel de Unamuno, etc. And of course the millions of anonymous
pilgrims who have crossed and will cross these mountain ranges to visit this exceptional
and unique site.
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Self-guided tours
As we said in the introduction, this brochure contains three self-guided tours through which
visitors can explore the most important attractions of Puebla de Guadalupe and its
surrounding area by themselves. These three routes are: Puebla de Guadalupe, Stone and
Water and Pilgrim Landscapes. We have also already said that these three tours are designed
to be done over two days, for example, a weekend, although visitors can extend or shorten
them according to their needs. However, they are perfectly suited to two days, for which we
suggest the following order:
Day One: you could start by doing the Puebla de Guadalupe tour as a lead-up to the guided
visit around the monastery. Its opening times are from 9:30 to 13:00 in the morning and
15:30 to 18:30 in the afternoon and visits last about one hour, so that whilst you have to fit in
with the time of a group you will have time to stroll round the delightful village of Guadalupe,
declared a Good of Cultural Interest in the category of Historical-Artistic Complex. Our walking
tour of the village takes about an hour and a half (although this obviously depends on how
long you decide to spend enjoying the many beautiful spots along the route). This means that
together with the guided visit inside the monastery this takes up about an entire morning,
after which you can sample the famous cuisine of Guadalupe. The rest of the day can be spent
doing the Stone and Water tour, which combines short walks with sections by vehicle, and is
the perfect way to enjoy the beautiful setting of Guadalupe whilst working off some of the
excesses you will probably have indulged in due to the village's outstanding culinary offer.
Day Two: we will spend the whole of the second day doing the Pilgrim Landscapes tour, which
will enable you to get to know some of the architectural features in the area around
Guadalupe linked to the pilgrim tradition and points of geological interest related with the
Geopark project of Villuercas, Ibores and Jara. This tour covers 72 km, designed to be done by
vehicle, and will take about 4 hours, depending, as always, on your individual rhythm, which
means you can go back to Guadalupe to eat or, as is highly recommended, weather
permitting, stop en route in one of the beautiful spots we visit and picnic on local products
bought beforehand.
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First tour

Puebla de Guadalupe
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La Puebla
This tour takes you round the historical
quarter of the village, a pleasant stroll
through its streets that takes about an hour
and a half, on which you can see and learn
about its most important heritage features.
Although you will see the different façades
of the magnificent Royal Monastery of
Guadalupe during your walk, this tour
doesn't cover the visit inside it as this can
only be done with a guide, so we didn't think
it needed describing here.

Puebla
de
Guadalupe

Arch of Chorro Gordo

Hospital of San Juan Bautista

Arch of Tinte

Colegio de Infantes school

Fountain of El Ángel

Church of La Santísima Trinidad

House of Gil Cordero

Mudejar Arcade

Arch of Las Eras

Arch of San Pedro

Porticoed houses (c/ Ruperto Cordero)

Hospital of Mujeres

Fountain of Los Tres Chorros

Constitution Park Viewpoint

Porticoed houses

Hospital of San Sebastián

Arch of Sevilla

Hospital of La Pasión

House of Gregorio López

Prison of the Inquisition

Royal Monastery of Guadalupe

Guest Quarters of the Monastery
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Tourist Information Centre in the Plaza de Santa María (start of the tour)
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La Puebla
Our route starts from the Tourist Information Centre in the Plaza de Santa María,
where you can get information about this tour around Guadalupe, its monastery and the
many attractions in the region of Villuercas, Ibores and Jara. Even if you visit outside the
Tourist Information Centre's opening hours the information panel outside it is very useful,
which has a detailed map of the village and all the information needed to do this tour, as
well as other interesting tours for visitors. Throughout this route you will find signposts
and explanation panels which will help you complete it without worrying about getting
lost.
Before starting your tour it is best to plan your visit inside the monastery, which, as we
have already said, must be done on a guided tour. You can visit before or after your walk,
but whichever you choose to do it is best to find out the group entrance times so you can
make the most of your time and not miss anything.
From the Plaza de Santa María, we will start our tour by going down the Calle del Veneno
and passing under the Arch of El Chorro Gordo, the first of the various medieval arches
we will come across on our route, which used to form the gates to the walled areas of
Puebla de Guadalupe. After going through it and turning left to go along the street also
called Chorro Gordo, our walk continues along the Calle Llana towards the Arch of El
Tinte, streets that clearly evoke the Jewish past of many of the village's houses. Once we
have passed under the Arco del Tinte, we will continue first along the street of the same
name to our left and then along those of Fray Andrés, Caldereros and Berganza,
enjoying the village's many small details and corners. First we will pass one of the many
fountains in the village, the Fuente del Ángel, which gets its name from the roughly
carved figure the water jet comes out of; then by the house of the shepherd Gil Cordero,
who history identifies as the discoverer of the image of the Virgin of Guadalupe and the
bearer of her message to build the first chapel.
Next we will walk towards the Arch of Las Eras, one of the gates of the outer area of
Puebla Baja, which will lead us into one of the most beautiful streets in Guadalupe and
37
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Walls And Gates Of Guadalupe
Four different walled areas can be
distinguished in Guadalupe. The first,
primarily defensive, enclosed the buildings
of the monastery. The second is that of the
vegetable gardens, which closed off the
cloister of the monastery, inside which the
monks carried out their “ora et labora”. In
the first half of the 16th century the walls
were extended to protect the houses of the
Pueblas Alta and Baja and other parts of
the monastery beyond the main building.
These walls were not really defensive or
religious, but rather for administrative, tax
and police control, and to complete them
gates were built in the streets themselves,
between the houses. The first of these
enclosures is that of the square, built for
security reasons given the massive influx of
pilgrims and their commercial activity, and
it has three gates in each of the historic
streets that led up to it: the Arch of Sevilla,
Arch of El Chorro Gordo and Arch of San
Pedro (in 1924 the square was opened up
at two points for the new road, but neither
of these two streets existed until then).
Lastly, the Pueblas Baja and Alta were also
enclosed by arches and walls, giving the
village control over security and trade and
the image of a medieval fortress.

Arch of El Chorro Gordo

Arch of El Tinte

Arch of Sevilla
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and that which most surprises tourists: Calle Ruperto Cordero. This street, adorned
with hanging baskets under its wood-framed doorways, is probably the best example of
the special features of Guadalupe's traditional architecture and is one of the most
recognisable views of La Puebla.
Calle Ruperto Cordero will take us to a pretty porticoed square, Fuente de los Tres
Chorros, with the fountain of the same name in the centre. This fountain is, along with
that in Plaza Principal, the most important for the village and its urban planning, as the
area of Puebla Baja is organised around it and its small square, of which the fountain,
along with its gates, are its most important features. Today it is connected to the water
supply network, but in years past it was connected to the network of fountains of the Arca
del Agua (which we will see later, on the Stone and Water tour), of which it was one of its
main outlets, as is shown in the sketch of the medieval codex.
The fountain has a circular pillar underneath for the animal trough and a central pillar
with three spouts. The central pillar is made of stone, octagonal, and has three grotesque
faces carved at the top, with big, pointy ears. Large iron spouts protrude out from their
mouths, through which the water comes out, which can be explained by the difficulty of
getting to them due to the large diameter of the lower pillar. An outer channel used to go
around the bottom of this pillar, which collected the water that overflowed from the
fountain and channelled it downhill to wash the Calle del Tinte when there weren't any
drains. This channel was removed as part of the last road works carried out here and
replaced by a gutter.
From here we will continue along Calle Sevilla, another of the most well-known and
traditional streets in Guadalupe, which, just before it leads out onto the Plaza de Santa
María, will take us under the Arch of Sevilla and next to the house of Gregorio López,
a distinguished citizen of La Puebla who was a member of the Council of the Indies.
Once we are back in the Plaza de Santa María we will again see the impressive main
façade of the Royal Monastery. You have to bear in mind that until the middle of the 14th
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Traditional Architecture in Guadalupe
Many of the houses in La Puebla were owned by the monastery and in quite
a lot of cases they weren't used exactly as housing, but as shops, inns, wine
shops, pharmacies and other establishments which provided services for
the many pilgrims and outsiders who came to the sanctuary. These
buildings were located exactly in the streets in which today we can see
houses fronted by arcades, which in turn corresponded to the traditional
entrances to La Puebla. Guadalupe was the site of the extraordinary
phenomenon that is pilgrimage, the arrival of visitors who entered by one of
the historic roads and gave a reason for the arcades: a space between the
public of the street and the private of the home, protected from rain and sun,
creating a place for trade and to provide the growing influx of visitors the
services they required. This arcade was built, as happens in traditional
architecture, in the technically simplest way, which meant the vertical
positioning of the wood available (chiefly chestnut), with supports and
beams sticking out from the facade, making a space that isn't found in
other areas of La Puebla or in other villages in the region.

Calle Ruperto Cordero
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Main façade of the monastery

Fortress and Temple
Originally, the sanctuary was completely enclosed by a stone wall 9 metres high and 2 metres
thick. The complex was finished off by a series of defensive towers of which eleven can be
seen today, some built later. Some are not exactly defensive, but semi-circular buttresses,
finished off like towers, to strengthen the walls. Located on the southern side of the
monastery, the clock tower or tower of Santa Ana, which is 36 m high, together with the guard
tower, frame the present façade of the monastery; both were joined on the outside to the
original wall. They are on the gospel side of the church; the clock tower is closer to the head
and the guard tower nearer the bottom. As a result of the construction of the new access to the
temple in the 15th century both towers are now incorporated into the new façade of the
monastery, forming a single block from which they stand out due to their height.
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Once we are back in the Plaza de Santa María we will again see the impressive main
façade of the Royal Monastery. You have to bear in mind that until the middle of the
14th century the Sanctuary of Guadalupe had a defensive function and was a real
Alcazaba (castle), as is still reflected in the imposing clock tower (or Tower of Santa Ana)
to the right and the guard tower (Tower of La Portería) to the left. The rest of the façade
you can see corresponds to the alterations undertaken during the priory of Father Yáñez
(between 1389 and 1412), which was the start of the period in which the Order of the
Hieronymites ran the Monastery. With these alterations, among other things, this new
main access from the south was built, from the Plaza de Santa María, connecting the
growing village and the monastery, with the courtyard raised up as a forecourt. In this way
the first entrance to the temple disappeared, which was probably located to the
southwest, and the works were exploited to give a more appropriate appearance to the
complex, less defensive and more artistic, with a gothic-style façade and Mudejar
construction, which would be the new reference point for pilgrims. The gothic-Mudejar
rose window of the transept can be seen in the façade and the arches with the
entrances to the temple. The original embossed bronze doors made by Paolo de
Colonia were moved to the museum and replaced by resin replicas. Finally, the façade
as you see it today is the result of various restoration projects by the Directorate General
of Fine Arts during the 20th century.
After passing by the Plaza de Santa María and the main façade of the monastery, we will
carry on towards Puebla Alta, passing the Hospital of San Juan Bautista, where the
famous Medical School would be developed and which is now part of the Parador Hotel of
Guadalupe. Opposite this is the church of La Santísima Trinidad, also known as Iglesia
Nueva or Iglesia de Churriguera, after the architect who designed it, built in the first half
of the 18th century under the sponsorship of Pedro Nuño Manuel Florentín Colón y
Portugal, Duke of Veragua and a minister of King Felipe V. Whilst within a complex as
outstanding as that of the Monastery of Guadalupe this church can go unnoticed, it is a
beautiful example of baroque architecture, rationally designed by a great architect.
On the other side of the street, a few metres along, giving continuity to the Hospital of San
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Cloister of the Colegio de Infantes

The Old Colegio de Infantes or Humanidades
This was built as a grammar school between 1509 and 1512, during the priory of Juan de Azpeitia,
and was finished and entered into use in 1516. The Hieronymites carried out important cultural
work in Guadalupe, accommodating in the classrooms of this school scholarship students who
would receive lessons in theology, humanities, grammar, singing and other subjects, at that time
quite uncommon and even considered profane. The students were subjected to strict disciplines of
prayer and education: at four in the morning they would be woken by the morning chimes to attend
mass before prayers in worship of the Virgin. Classes and studies of singing, Latin and humanities
took up the rest of the morning until lunch, which was eaten, after grace was sung, in the strictest
silence broken only by the reading of some sacred text. Notable figures who studied here include
the Cardinal of Loaisa, Archbishop of Sevilla and President of the Council of the Indies in the time
of Carlos V. The school operated until 1835 and after the sale of church lands passed into the
hands of the Marquis of La Romana, who used it as a palace until its abandonment. It was
subsequently acquired by the State and turned into a National Parador Hotel.
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Juan Bautista and also forming part of the Parador Hotel of Guadalupe, we find the old
school, the Colegio de Los Infantes or Humanidades. It has a pretty Mudejar central
courtyard, well preserved, which is worth visiting. One of the outlets of the network of
fountains of the Arca del Agua reached here, according to the sketch in the medieval
codex that describes it.
Continuing along Calle Nueva de los Capellanes and walking along the eastern side of
the Monastery we will see a beautiful Mudejar arcade, built in the 15th century, which is
the façade of the so-called Casas de Los Capellanes. These houses were built by the
Monastery when the Calle Nueva was mapped out to renovate the urban framework of
this area. Inside the arcade you can still see the gothic doors built from moulded brick
that give access to the various houses. At the end of the arcade you will find the Arch of
San Pedro, the last of the three medieval gates that sealed off the area of the square,
which, once you have gone under it and turned right, will take you into Puebla Alta. Next
we will start going up Calle Real, where you will soon find the Hospital of Mujeres,
which, although it is now a privately-owned property so you can't go inside, does have a
lovely pointed arch over its doorway, framed by alfiz panels and supported over imposts
decorated with plant motifs.
Halfway up Calle Real it is worth turning off to the right at the Plaza de Gil Cordero and
walking along Calle Viña Mayor until you reach a small park, Parque de la Constitución.
All this section of the walk and the park itself offers unsurpassable views of the east side
of the monastic complex and the mountain ranges surrounding it, including the imposing
crag known as Risco de la Villuerca. Going back on ourselves to Calle Real and continuing
up it, we will take the first street on the left, going past the Hospital of San Sebastián,
of which today only the doorway is of note, as the building underwent huge alterations
when it was turned into housing. From here we will go down Calle San Sebastián into
the Plaza de la Pasión, where we will find the hospital of the same name, now
converted into housing. This Hospital of La Pasión was managed by a brotherhood also
of the same name, established by “cristianos viejos” (old Christians), which carried out
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Imposts of the entrance of the Hospital of Mujeres

The Hospitals in Guadalupe
The concept of hospital in the Middle Ages differed greatly from that of today, as rather than medical
centres they were places to give shelter to pilgrims: water, salt, a seat round the fire, food and
sometimes a bed. The hospitals next to the first church of Guadalupe are mentioned in the first third
of the 13th century. But in the 14th century the Hospital de San Juan Bautista was built in La Puebla,
which was dedicated to curing the sick, and others appeared in succession along with the monastery
pharmacy and the famous Medical School, which arose under the protection of the monastic centre
at the end of the Middle Ages. In the 15th century there were four important hospitals in Guadalupe:
that of San Juan Bautista or Hombres (men), that of Las Mujeres (women), the Monastery Infirmary
and that of La Pasión, all aimed at treating illnesses and where medical attention was greatly above
average for the time. The monks even managed to get papal exemption to practice medicine and
surgery, activities initially forbidden for them. Along with these hospitals there were others that
didn't belong to the monastery which were more like refuges: those of María Andrés or Pero Diente;
San Sebastián; San Bartolomé, Las Beatas Mayor; Santiago and Santa María de la O.
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out acts of charity, such as burying pilgrims who died during their journey to Guadalupe or
people who were executed and giving shelter to poor pilgrims. But from 1498 the building
underwent improvements and the Monastery equipped it with several beds for the
treatment of people with syphilis.
From here we will continue our route along the Calle Pasión up to Calle Logroño, where
we will come across some houses that share a large stone wall. It is believed that the
prison of the Inquisition used to be behind this wall during the time that the Holy Office
acted in Puebla de Guadalupe, where it had two courts; one for the locals and another for
the monks. Its actions caused a serious decrease in the village's population, due to the
terrible events that at the end of 1485 led to over two hundred Jewish families resident in
Guadalupe being burned at the stake, in many cases, and expulsed, in others. The
confiscated property of these citizens, condemned as heretics, largely paid for the
construction of the Hospedería Real (royal quarters), today disappeared, for the use of
the Catholic Kings in their frequent visits to the Monastery. These events were the first
actions we have evidence of by a court of the Inquisition in Extremadura.
Leaving behind this dark part of Spanish history, we will continue our route until we reach
the wall that surrounded the vegetable gardens of the Royal Monastery. Here, in one
of the houses inside the walls, you will find the Barba González family's traditional
nativity scene display, a private collection but one you can visit and which is well worth
doing so. Afterwards we will change direction southwards, following the Calle
Corredera, which runs parallel to the vegetable garden wall: most monasteries had a
vegetable garden in which the monks worked, an area outside the monastery but still
enclosed by large walls which kept them separate from the villagers. Most religious
orders also had the Benedictine rule of “ora et labora” (prayer and work) as their motto,
which meant this area was very important to the life of the cloister, often representing the
only possibility of going outside the monastery.
Continuing along this wall we will come to Calle Fray Eloy Uribe, which we will follow
down its steep descent, until turning left into the car park for the Royal Monastery's
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Gothic Cloister
The Gothic Cloister, also known as that of the Enfermería (infirmary) or Botica (pharmacy), is
made up of the pavilion of the monastery's old infirmary, the new cloister built between 1519
and 1535 and other related constructions. Under its courtyard there is a large aljibe or tank,
made by Juan Torollo in 1523, which takes up a lot of the courtyard. The tank was supplied with
water captured in the Arca del Agua and was the monastery's most important water supply. It
seems that the tank was made inside the actual hole, the slates of the site were cut out to
extract the stone for the work and bitumen was used to seal it. Torollo, master of masonry and
“plumber” (the trade of making fountains and therefore everything related to the capture,
distribution and storage of water), worked in the service of the Duke of Alba and, in his day, was
considered the best in Spain at his trade. As well as working in Guadalupe he worked in the
cities of Valladolid, Córdoba, Ciudad Rodrigo and Coria. He built the tanks of the Convent of San
Esteban in Salamanca and in 1531 made the way to transport water to Cuenca.

Gothic cloister
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Hospedería (guest quarters) and going up to its entrance, next to the Tower of Las
Palomas in the western façade of the monastery. The present guest quarters occupy the
Gothic cloister, also called that of the Enfermería (infirmary) or Botica (pharmacy), and
some adjoining rooms, as, as we have already said, the original Royal Quarters
disappeared years ago, its last remains being demolished to enable access to the new
road.
From here all that remains is to go down the steps to the guest quarters until we reach
Avenida de Alfonso Onceno, where we will turn left to return to Plaza de Santa María,
the start and end point of our route.
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Second tour

Stone and Water
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Ermita de
San Blas

Stone and Water
This suggestion combines short walks
with sections to be done by vehicle,
although you could do the whole route
by bike. It takes you to the most
interesting spots in the area just around
Guadalupe, where you can enjoy some
pleasant walks. The whole route is
designed to be done in half a day,
although this depends on the time of
year, the routes chosen, as we suggest
various options, and, as always, your
own rhythm

Stone and
Water

Places of interest visited
Chapel of El Humilladero
Arca del Agua
Viaduct
Batán Mill
Mato Reservoir
Chapel of San Blas
Chapel of Santa Catalina
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Stone and Water
To start our tour we will drive to Humilladero Hill along the EX-112 (4.4 km), where there
is a convenient paved area on the left of the road where you can park, right at the start of
the track that leads up to the crag of La Villuerca. The first thing we'll do is to visit the
famous Chapel of El Humilladero, crossing the road and going up a small hill to the
monument; one of the most beautiful examples of Mudejar art in the region. After
enjoying this site steeped in history it is worth going a few metres down the EX-112 to the
viewpoint on the right side of it, which offers unsurpassable views of the whole of Puebla
de Guadalupe and the Royal Monastery, framed by the surrounding mountain ranges, as
well as the valley of the River Guadalupe or Guadalupejo and even the rocky mass of the
crag of La Villuerca.

The Chapel of El Humilladero is a lovely little
temple dedicated to the Holy Cross, built so that
the pilgrims who came along the roads from the
North could pray at the point where they first saw
the sanctuary of Guadalupe. It was built in the
first years of the 15th century, at the time of
Father Yáñez, although it was altered during the
priory of Brother Juan de Siruela, in the second
quarter of the 16th century. The steps are from
this time and the ornamental top, now
disappeared, in the shape of a pyramid and
covered in tiles. It is an exceptional work and is
part of the “Network of Historical Centres of
Islamic Influence in the South of the Iberian
Peninsula and North of Morocco”.
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Going back to where you parked your vehicle,
we will start the first self-guided walk, which
will give you a small taste of the mountainous
area around Guadalupe. This walk is about 5
km long (there and back) and takes about an
hour and three quarters to do. The starting
point is an earth track that leads off to the left
from the asphalted track that goes up to the
crag of La Villuerca. We continue along a path
that runs parallel to the old water supply
channel of Guadalupe, from where there are
spectacular views of the valley of Guadalupejo
and its reservoir, as well as Mirabel farm. The
path in question is known as the Camino del
Agua and after 2.5 km it will bring you to the
spot where the channel enters the mountain:
the mines of the
Arca del Agua (water
tank). You will need to pay attention before
crossing the last stream, after the descent
from Horadado hill, as you have to leave the
most visible path and take a path to your left.
Both the Arca del Agua (the outside tank) and
the entrance to the mines are normally closed
for safety reasons. If you wish to go round them
it is best to contact a tourism company in the
region to arrange a guided visit. However, the
beauty of the area and the appreciation of
what an amazing work this water system must
have been in its time makes it worth a visit
even if you don't go under the mountain (which
is not suitable for claustrophobics).

Mines of Arca del Agua
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Arca del Agua
The Arca del Agua (water tank) is one of Guadalupe's most
important cultural assets; a system to capture, channel and
distribute drinking water from inside the peak of Villuercas
to the monastery and Puebla de Guadalupe. Although it
dates from the 14th century (1350) it is still in operation
today, with just slight modifications to its original structure,
which makes it the oldest water supply system in Spain still
in use. The Arca del Agua is perhaps the least well known
construction in Guadalupe's heritage, despite being the
best example of the spectacular development achieved by
the monastery in the Middle Ages.
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Galleries of the mines of Arca del Agua
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Stone and Water
Returning to your vehicle we will go back to Guadalupe, but instead of entering the village
we will turn left just beforehand, down a road that leads to the old train station, where we
will again park (4.5 km). From here we will walk about 400 metres to see the 3 viaduct
that crossed the River Guadalupejo. It was built to enable the road known as the Vía del
Hambre (Hunger Road), which was never finished, to reach Guadalupe. Following the
disused railway tracks we will first go through a tunnel just over 200 m long, lit only by the
daylight coming in at the ends as it has no electric lighting, before reaching the viaduct, from
where you can enjoy the beautiful landscape of the valley of the River Guadalupejo in
contrast to the magnitude of this construction and its futile fate.

The viaduct that crossed the River Guadalupejo and the old Guadalupe road was built
between 1957 and 1962: it is one of the most outstanding and expensive constructions
of this railway line over which a train never came to pass which would have connected
Villanueva de la Serena, in Badajoz, with Calera y Chozas station, near Talavera de la
Reina. This railway line was conceived at the start of the 20th century and later
abandoned. When Plan Badajoz was started, in the 50s, the project was revived, only to
be paralysed again when it was practically finished in 1965, coinciding with the decline
of the railway as a means to transport goods in Spain.
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Stone and Water
We will go back to our vehicle and again take the EX-112 down to the roundabout next to
the River Guadalupejo (1.5 km) and then go up the CC-171 road, which also leads to
Guadalupe. We will go under the viaduct we just visited above, continuing until we reach
a sharp bend to the right (2.2 km), from where a road leads off which we will go down for
just 100 metres, parking next to some ruins on the banks of the Guadalupejo. You have a
choice of two different walks from here (options A and B), both about 7 km long, which
take about 2 hours to complete. They are both very enjoyable and can be done in their
entirety or in part and both combine cultural heritage and nature. Whichever you choose
to do this will be the last suggestion on our Stone and Water tour, so when you return to
where you parked your vehicle you should go back to Guadalupe along the same road
you took to get here. Before you enter the village stop at a small viewpoint you will find
on the right of the road, from where you will get a different view of the monastic complex
and the village.

View of the monastery from the viewpoint of the old road
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Stone and Water
Camino del Mato (option A)
From the car park and keeping parallel to the river we will start a route that takes us
gently uphill along the Camino del Mato to the Guadalupejo reservoir, used to supply
Puebla de Guadalupe. The whole route runs alongside the spectacular gallery forest of
this beautiful river, declared a Biodiversity Corridor. About 500 metres from the start
of this walk you will find Batán Mill, one of the few that has been restored as a house,
an example of the many of these constructions which were built next to the River
Guadalupejo and which give a clear idea of the splendour the monastery and its village
reached after the Middle Ages. Further ahead the route will take you through a
spectacular chestnut tree forest, on the left bank of the river, before you reach the
Mato Reservoir. We will then go back the way we came.

Mato Reservoir and the valley of Guadalupejo
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River Guadalupejo
The valley of the River Guadalupejo, or Guadalupe, forms part to the south,
just as that of the River Ibor does to the north, of the geological
macrostructure of the anticline of Ibor-Guadalupe, which is in the centre of
Las Villuercas, covering these two wide valleys. It has an interesting
botanical community which includes the laurel as well as a gallery forest in
a superb state of conservation, made up of willow, poplar, alder and ash
trees, along with a sizeable number of whitebeams and climbing plants. On
the slopes down to the river you will find leafy woods of chestnut and oak
trees, including the Holm and cork oak, with some fine whitebeams. As a
result of the excellent state of the plant life in this area there are mammals
such as the otter, roe and red deer and wild boar; reptiles such as
Schreiber's Green Lizard and countless forest birds such as the European
Nuthatch, Crested Tit, Wren, Great and Lesser Spotted Woodpeckers, Green
Woodpecker, White-throated Dipper, Golden Oriol, Cirl Bunting, Common
Nightingale, Eurasian Jay, Long-tailed Tit, Eurasian Sparrowhawk, Northern
Goshawk, European Honey-buzzard, etc.
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Stone and Water
Ruta de las Ermitas (option B)
The other choice, the same distance
and partially signposted as the Ruta
de las Ermitas (chapel route) with
white and green markers, will take
you to the
chapel of San Blas
and
Chapel of Santa Catalina,
with the added bonus of the lovely
views of Guadalupe you will get
from the latter. It is a circular route
which you can start and end where
you left your vehicle, going in either
direction, although the ascent by
the Chapel of San Blas and the path
of the same name is less steep. The
whole route, except for the start at
the River Guadalupejo, runs
between olive and chestnut tree
plantations and small woods of
whitebeams, Holm oaks, maritime
pines and strawberry trees as well
as some scrubland areas. It is easy
to spot some birds of prey along the
route, such as Common Buzzards,
kites, Booted Eagles and Griffon
Vultures; and you might even
manage to spot the elusive roe deer.
Chapel of San Blas
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Chapels of Santa Catalina and San Blas
The chapels of Santa Catalina and San Blas, like that of El Humilladero
described earlier, are located on historic access roads to Guadalupe.
They are all about 2 km from the monastery in a straight line, at the
places where pilgrims first saw the sanctuary as they approached
Guadalupe, coinciding in all three cases with a crossroads. Therefore,
as well as being chapels for the celebration of traditional Romerías
(annual pilgrimages), they also functioned as milestones on the roads
and as a religious element (cross) at the crossroads of these roads.
Thus it is reasonable to think that as crosses on the road, the chapels
of San Blas and Santa Catalina were very similar in their original
construction to that of El Humilladero, open and in the gothic Mudejar
style, and that their current appearance is the result of subsequent
alterations to adapt them to be used as chapels, closing those preexisting spaces and adding a head to use them for worship.
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Stone and Water

Chapel of Santa Catalina (centre right) and Monastery and Puebla de Guadalupe (background)
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Third tour

Pilgrim Landscapes
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Pilgrim Landscapes
After having explored Puebla de
G u a d a l u p e a n d i t s i m m e d i a te
surrounding area, this last tour has
been designed with the aim of giving
visitors a more complete and detailed
view of the physical environment
around Guadalupe, passing though
some beautiful areas and places with
exceptional views. The name Pilgrim
Landscapes is a reference, on one
hand, to the purely scenic nature of this
tour, and, on the other, to the fact that it
takes you over, in the opposite direction,
much of the Camino Real de
Guadalupe, one of the oldest pilgrim
routes to the monastery. This tour has
been designed to do by vehicle and is 72
km long, taking about 3 to 4 hours to
complete, depending as always on the
time of year and your own rhythm. We
suggest nine places of interest for you to
stop off at along the way, where you can
enjoy the views or learn a bit about local
history, although you could easily stop
at many other places along this route.

Pilgrim
Landscapes
Places of interest visited
Chapel of El Humilladero
Pozo de la Nieve (snow well)
Ballesteros Hill
Crag of La Villuerca
Los Álamos Bridge
Hospital of El Obispo
Cancho del Ataque
Lime Kilns
La Calera
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Pilgrim Landscapes
Leaving Guadalupe via the EX-112 we suggest you stop at the
Chapel of El
Humilladero and enjoy the panoramic views offered from here unless you have already
done the Stone and Water tour and decide not to repeat the experience. If so, go straight
to the second point on the route and drive up the asphalted track that takes you to the
crag of La Villuerca, which, although it is in quite a bad state can be used as long as you
are duly careful. The track starts at Humilladero Hill and will take you, after about 6 km,
to the hill of El Pozo de la Nieve, where you can park on a level area on the left. This is a
good place to see the syncline of El Viejas, one of the most spectacular landscapes of the
Geopark of Villuercas, Ibores and Jara. Towards the opposite side, about 150 metres
away on foot, you will find the el pozo de la Nieve (snow well), where besides seeing
this ingenious ice storage system you will also get unsurpassable views of the valley of
Guadalupejo from the river's headwaters.
Returning to your vehicle, continue your climb up and after about 2.5 km, at a sharp bend
to the left, you will find
collado de Ballesteros. A cement track goes down towards
the Carretera de Navezuelas and the valley of Almonte from this point. The views from
here are truly amazing, a beautiful scene of the Appalachian relief that characterises
the Villuercas massif and of which this valley is a clear example. In this exact spot, on your
left, is the huge quarry of the source of the River Almonte. If you want to get better photos
of this area you have to go about 1 km down the Navezuelas track, which is very steep in
places, but is worth the effort.
We will continue our tour and 2 km further on we will reach the top of the crag of La
Villuerca, which at 1601 metres is the highest peak in this geopark. From here you can
see the whole of the Villuerca Appalachian relief: anticlines and synclines, faults,
quartzite outcrops, valleys, enormous quarries and in the distance the level areas of the
plains and the surrounding peneplain. There is no better place in the entire region to get a
complete impression of the geodiversity of this incredible setting.
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Pozo de la Nieve (snow well) and crag of La Villuerca (background)

Pilgrim Landscapes

Pozo de la Nieve (snow Well)
During the 17th and 18th centuries a flourishing industry
developed based on snow, as this started to be considered
important for public health, and, therefore, was in high demand
in the monastery's pharmacy. The snow was stored in this well
during winter, stamped down until it turned into successive
layers of ice, which lasted in the middle for the rest of the year.
The well had a vault and cover in its day to protect it from sun
and heat and steps down it. In the area around it there were
stables to keep the animals who transported the snow,
constructions to store the harnesses, rooms for workers to stay
in, etc. It is one of the largest sites of its kind in Extremadura.
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Aerial view of the crag of La Villuerca and Appalachian relief of the Geopark
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Cerro Pozuelo

Pilgrim Landscapes
To continue our route we have to go back on ourselves and go back down to the
Humilladero. From here we will go northwards, taking the EX-118 towards Los Ibores and
Navalmoral de la Mata. This whole section of the tour up to our next stopping point (7 km)
is really beautiful, as we are at the headwaters of the valley of Ibor, travelling parallel to
the river and surrounded by mountains and chestnut, oak and pine tree forests. We will
make our next stop at
Los Álamos Bridge (kilometre point 11.2 of the EX-118), a
traditional pass that enabled pilgrims going to Guadalupe via the Camino Real or the
Camino de los Jerónimos to cross the River Ibor. Access to it is from the left of the road
and there is a good space to park here, next to the wood of alders that covers both
riverbanks.

Los Álamos Bridge
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Pilgrim Landscapes
We will return to our vehicle and resume our journey northwards and after about 2 km we
will reach the crossroads of the EX-118 and the CC-20, which we will take towards
Navatrasierra. This is a fairly narrow and windy secondary road, but it does offer
spectacular scenery on your way up it to the Hospital del Obispo (10'5 km), the next
stop on our tour. This is a great spot to have a rest and recharge your batteries with a
picnic lunch next to the fountain in the crossroads, just as the pilgrims who passed
through this area did for centuries. Right below us the headwaters of the Hospital del
Obispo gorge flow through peat bogs, a unique spot which you mustn't enter as it is
protected due to its extreme sensitivity, aside from being private land.

The Hospital of El Obispo was originally a hunting shelter for King Pedro I el Cruel, as
here “they took on bears, deer and wild boars”. His brother, King Enrique, would later
add another room as a hospital or lodging for pilgrims, given that bandits were common
in this lonely spot. This medieval construction, from the 14th and 15th centuries, would
be extended into one of greater capacity and better equipped, founded by the Bishop of
Canarias, Diego Muñoz (prelate from 1496 to 1507, when he died), building the chapel
and a big hospital-refuge. The Bishop left an income for priests and poor people who
stopped here on their journey along the Camino Real de Guadalupe, giving them a bed,
fire, salt and food and if the money stretched far enough “a pound of bread and a quart
of wine”.
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Peat bogs of the valley of Hospìtal del Obispo

We will continue along the road towards Navatrasierra for another kilometre, until we
reach a lay-by on the left, which will serve as a viewpoint for another site of geological
interest: the huge crag of
Cancho del Ataque, where you can see an example of
quartzitic strata dips.
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Cancho del Ataque
All the rocky formations of Las Villuercas are greatly fractured, as is
particularly visible and significant in the quartzite alignments. The
continuity of these formations has been interrupted by landslides, more
or less transverse, caused by fractures. In some cases these are deep
enough to make watercourses abandon their normal course and flow
into, or be captured by, another, bigger river. Those rivers that follow a
fault are called subsequent rivers. In this instance, the Hospital del
Obispo mountain range is interrupted, across that of El Rullo, by the
transverse flow of the ravine of Hospital del Obispo on its way towards
the River Gualija. The Cancho del Ataque is the gorge formed by the
ravine of Hospital del Obispo as it crosses the mountain range of the
same name, revealing the Armorican quartzite strata of the Ordovician
period, with a slope (dip) of about 45° E.
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Pilgrim Landscapes
We suggest a few alternatives from here: if you want to go northwards without going
back to Guadalupe you can continue along this road, passing Los Horcones picnic area,
Arrebatacapas hill and the villages of Navatrasierra, Carrascalejo and Villar del
Pedroso, until you reach the bridge called Puente del Arzobispo, in the province of
Toledo. If you prefer to go back to Guadalupe you can either go back the way you came or,
after you pass Hospital del Obispo again, about 3 km further down, you can take the
earth track on the left which will take you back a different way. This track is in a good
state, but it isn't recommended for all kinds of vehicle, particularly in winter or if it's wet.
However, the scenery it offers along the way is well worth the effort. This track will take
us, via the sunny side of the Hospital del Obispo mountain range, to La Calera (10.2 km),
where we can go and see the old lime kilns.
The
lime kilns are about 150 metres south of the track we're taking, continuing on
foot along a path that leads off from a sharp bend in it, about 500 m before La Calera. It is
a group of five wells of different kinds which supplied lime to the monastery and La
Puebla. To reach them park at the start of the path and walk, ignoring the track that
leads off to the right, along the not very clear path that stretches out in front of you, going
gently uphill between chestnut trees and also ignoring the path that appears on the left
between stone walls. Please bear in mind that whilst you can visit them the kilns are
private property
After seeing these strange kilns we will go to the small village of La Calera, part of the
municipality of Alía, where a Centre for the Interpretation of Lime is about to open,
which will then complement our visit, providing more information about the process of
extracting this chemical compound from which the village gets its name (calera means
lime kiln).
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Lime Kilns
The lime kilns were dug out of the ground and covered with
stones, recreating in the open air the same structure as
underground and then reinforcing it with an outer wall
around it. The excavation was made in one slope, so that the
fire hydrant could open out in the section that remained
outside, under the level of the ground at the back. The kiln
was filled with limestone, composed essentially of calcium
carbonate, leaving a chamber at the bottom for plant fuel
which was fired and kept firing for at least three days,
heating the stone to a temperature of between 700° and
900° C. In this way calcination was achieved, turning the
stone into quicklime.
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To end our tour we will go back to Guadalupe (12 km) along the road known as Camino
de La Calera. This is now an asphalted track and although it is fairly windy the scenery
along it is beautiful. First we will go through a pretty chestnut tree copse, then by the dam
of Jarigüela Reservoir. From here the track goes through hills dotted with oaks and
Holm oaks until it reaches Guadalupe, the end of our tour.
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